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SUMMARY

This study proposes a theoretical and methodological framework for literary translation.

Chapter 0 (introduction) clarifies some preliminary points. There are two main activities which deal with translation: a theoretical and exploratory on the one hand and practical on the other. The theoretical and exploratory activity is concerned with the theoretical problems translation involves and with translation products, and is characterised by its descriptive and explicatory approach. The practical activity, on the other hand, consists in laying down norms and developing methods to aid translators. In spite of the interrelations between these two concerns (the ideal would of course be to give the practical activity a status of an applied science) they are to be taken as distinct. In this inquiry, the primary orientation is theoretical. Still, it is to be hoped it has various practical implications.

Further, the question of what discipline should deal with translation is raised. Quite naturally, most of the work in this field has been carried out in the framework of linguistics. However, the fact that there are various kinds of verbal texts gave rise to debates on the problem whether the linguist is exclusively competent to deal with them all. For example, is linguistics or theory of literature the right discipline to explore literary translation? This debate (briefly summarized in 0.2 and notes) seems to miss the point, since modern theory of literature cannot be conceived of as totally separate from general semiology, which among other things subsumes linguistics. Due to the fact that the literary work is first and foremost a verbal artefact, one cannot but deal with it in terms of linguistic theory. On the other hand, however, its peculiar characteristics as text (as opposed to "language") and moreover as literary text, necessitate its discussion on terms of literary theory, especially (literary) textual theory. Moreover, just as linguistics may derive much benefit from a theory of translation (as Barxudarov [28], 14 puts it), so may the theory of literature do from the theory of literary translation.

Since the theory of literature is relatively undeveloped as a science, any discussion which has to rely upon the conceptual set of this theory must elaborate such a set at least ad hoc. It is therefore attempted in this study to formulate a basic set of concepts for a literary textual theory, as a preliminary to any discussion of literary translation proper.

Since the object of this study is to establish a general theoretical (and methodological) framework, it contains no discussions of specific issues such as the differences between various specific literatures (and languages), genres or periods. There are already thousands of studies of particular problems of literary translation, but we still lack an adequate theoretical (and methodological) framework, which may serve such studies.
In the light of the foregoing statement that it is necessary to make use of the conceptual sets of both linguistic and literary theory, this study is carried out in the following order: first (chapter 1), general issues of translation are clarified in terms of linguistic comparative models; then, an outline of literary textual theory is suggested (chapter 2); and finally (chapter 3), a theoretical framework of literary translation is proposed on the basis of the two previous chapters. Comparative analyses of translation products illustrate the theoretical theses (theoremes) and exemplify a method of analysing literary translations.

At the beginning of Chapter 1 (Basic Problems of a general Theory of Translation), eight various (haphazardly chosen) definitions of translation are quoted and then redefined with a minimal and a maximal formulation as follows (minimum version denoted by a, first addition by b, supplementary addition by b₁, and second addition by c):

In translation a the linguistic means (signs) of SL (=Source language) b carrying a certain mass of meaning [content], meaning and attitude are converted by means b₁ + style [form] (signs) of TL (=Target language) c carrying a certain mass of meaning [content] b₁ + style [form]

(c in equivalent/synonymous/full and exact way).

Between the eight definitions quoted there are clear similarities and differences with regard to the conception of language and the optimal factors considered as indispensable for the description of translation. The differences mainly stem from disagreements about the nature of the relations between means (signs) and functions in language, although even the minimum formulation implies that one cannot speak of converting "means" into "means" of another language, but rather of converting function-carrying means into means of another language carrying the same functions. As far as the optimal factors involved in translation are concerned, there are differences in the readiness of the various definers to refer clearly and unambiguously to this linguistic issue (that used to be somewhat controversial until a new interest in semantics arose in the fifties). Even cursory examination indicates to what an extent a theory of translation is dependent already in its first steps on basic conceptions of the nature of language. The theory of translation may resolve these disagreements either by relying upon a specific linguistic theory or by trying to delimit the minimum agreed upon, Both ways are risky, the first tending to onesidedness, the other to eclecticism. Still, it seems to me that there is no verifiable way of deciding which way is preferable, and that such a decision can be made only on the ground of scientific convenience. Thus, it seems to me preferable to build upon conceptions commonly agreed upon. All the definitions cited agree at least that linguistic means have communicative functions, and that these functions play a crucial role in translation. Linguistic theories, however different from each other, still commonly postulate one basic dichotomy between the aspects of communication. We shall call these aspects in the sequel "information" and "rhetoric" respectively, and
try to construct a concise model for each.

In section 1.2 (1.2-1.2.7) a model of linguistic information is presented. The term information is not used here in the sense given to it by information theory (which is only a reduction of its wide sense, and as a matter of fact a short form for "quantity of information"). It is employed in the sense of "an aggregate of data produced by and derived from signs"; and, consequently, linguistic information is defined as "an aggregate of data produced by and derived from linguistic signs". Since information may refer to all factors which take part in the act of communication (AC), the widest communication scheme should be adopted, one including the following factors: addressee, addresser, message, code, object world (or "context"), channel, contact and noise. Jakobson [7o2b] constructed his well-known table of functions on the basis of these factors:

referral

do

emotive

poetic

phatic

conative

meta-linguistic

Accordingly, one may speak of "emotive information" - that which convey information about the addresser; "conative information" - that which conveys information about the addressee; etc.

Further, a working definition of linguistic information is suggested. According to it,

Linguistic information is the result of a series of relations within a sequel of linguistic means (signs) of a discourse which function (explicitly and/or implicitly; habitually or transformationally) in a communication act in reference to a situational context (one or two or both) and is conditioned by both linguistic and non-linguistic systems.

In symbols:

$I \rightarrow \text{com} \underbrace{\cdots}_{Cl \bar{f} \bar{t} S_{CT} h e i} R_{e l}$

(I = information; com = communication; Sl = linguistic system; S'1 = non-linguistic system; Cl = linguistic means/signs; \(\bar{f}\) = function; \(\bar{t}\) = situational context; \(h\) = transformationally; \(e\) = habitually; \(i\) = explicitly; \(I\) = implicitly.)

A detailed discussion of this definition follows, and will be briefly summarised here.

Linguistic means are defined as all kinds of formal linguistic units regarded as such by any linguistic theory: sounds (phones), phonemes, morphemes, lexemes ("words"), graphemes and tones. However, it must be stressed that only phones and graphemes may (as a matter of principle) be considered exclusively "formal", while all the other units are function-
conditioned.

The series of relations within a discourse are extra(non-)linguistic and (intra-)linguistic. Extra-linguistic relations are both explicit and implicit. Explicitly, information is directly derived from extralinguistic knowledge (or presuppositions). Implicitly, information is derived by contrasting the habitual piece of information conveyed by a sign with an extralinguistic situation. For example, only intonation (or gesture, etc) may dictate what emotive information may be derived from the utterance "it's raining". "A lovely day" on a rainy one may carry either transformational ("ironic"), incorrect, or phatic information (the addressee knowing the English social norms and using this utterance only to create a kind of contact with an addressee), depending on the specific extralinguistic situation.

(Intra-)linguistic relations occur in sequences or in a whole of a linguistic discourse. Sequential relations may be syntactical, contextual (in the sense of environmental or other. Several theories regarding the types of sequential relations have been profound, nothing that of the "Scottish school" (Firth, Halliday and others), which suggested the principle of the combination of CL in a sequence, known as collocation. The idea of collocation is also shared by Soviet linguists (who refer to it as "frazeologiya").

Contextual relations occur in various cases, but so far no satisfactory description of the implication of contextual relations for information production is available.

Derivation of information from a whole depends on the way this whole is organised and on the presuppositions or expectations habituation of a decoder related to this whole. E.g. the information deriving from a limerick (as suggested by Firth [70a]. A further discussion within a textual theory is provided in chapter 2.

When dealing with the function of CL in StCt, there is so far no way of explaining why a certain sign x occurs in reference to a StCt₁ and not StCt₂; and it is this that has given rise to the repeated objections to incorporating the field of "meaning" in linguistics. However, in the present framework, it is sufficient to accept the common connection that CL function in StCt arbitrarily, in the sense that this function necessitates an agreement among the users of a language. A CL has then a habitual (agreed upon by habit) function; and as a result it may be deduced that such a habitual function may change, since it depends wholly on common agreement. Still, arbitrariness does not mean anarchy. Once habituality has been established in a language, there is no total arbitrariness. The combinations of CL become conventional already on the phonetic level. It has been proved that every language has its typical trigrams, and that certain phonetic combinations are excluded. This gives CLs a priori habitual potentialities even when there is no actual habitual use (function). In other words, habituality means not only
that certain CL habitually function in a certain StCt, but that in every language one may locate certain phonetic combinations which may be regarded as potentially habitual CL, and hence, as information-producing. This fact explains clearly why even "nonsense" is never "meaningless" (or rather "lacking in information") in a language. Moreover, language has created formators (see following discussion) by which additional new CLs are created, which are consequently motivated and therefore by definition less arbitrary than that CLs not including formators. Indeed, languages vary greatly as far as "motivation" is concerned. English and French are very little motivated in comparison with Hebrew, Russian or German.

The concept of transformation (a term which should not be confused with the generative one) is based on that of habituality, and hence by implication also on changeability. Transformations may be produced by various factors.

A large number of classifications have been suggested for the types of CLs with StCt function. A discussion of Weinreich's distinction 242a between designation and denotation follows, as well as a detailed classification of formators. These distinctions are more or less agreed upon in modern semantics. On the other hand, the concept of connotation seems very controversial. "Connotation" is used at least in three different meanings, all dispensable for an informational description. Still, since no developed tools of informational description are available at present, it is suggested that the two last meanings of connotation should be retained.

The first use of connotation is based upon the (implicit) statement that CL can function in more than one StCt, and that in one StCt all these functions may eventually function simultaneously. Hence,

(a) in StCt₁, a connotatum is the designatum of a CL which habitually functions in StCt₂ (or 3...), but when it occurs in StCt₂, it is not necessarily eliminated. Such a notion of connotation is dispensable, since it is covered by the broad definition of information.

A lightly different meaning of connotation is based upon the conception that two pieces of informations which are irrelevant to one another may still function simultaneously because of sound resemblance or formatory derivation, Hence,

(b) In StCt₁ a connotation of a CL₁ is the designatum of CL₂, which resembles in sound CL₁ or is derivated from it by a formator.

The third use of connotation is based upon the fact that a CL denotes only a few features of a StCt. Hence,
(c) In $\text{StCl}_1$ (or $2, 3\ldots$ or $2 + 3\ldots$), a connotatum is the designatum (or a potential designatum) of a CL, which refer to a feature (features) of the denotatum, or its continuation in time and space.

A still less rigorous use of connotation is the widespread (especially among literary critics) notion of "secondary meaning", which is based in its turn on a conception of a fixed hierarchy of meanings, either historical or lexical (according to the number of "meanings" in a dictionary). This is based on the evaluative concept that the "object world" is more important than the "inner (psychological/implicit etc) world". This is rejected in our model, basically because primary and secondary informata are determined by textual dynamic relations and not a priori. (A fuller discussion is to be found in section 2.)

It is further suggested that when there is no need to indicate the type of CL, the terms informator-informatum should be used.

Further, the question of multi-information ("ambiguity") and uni-information ("un-ambiguity") is raised. In uni-information all functions of a CL other than habitually relevant to $\text{StCl}_1$ are eliminated, while in multi-information, functions are accumulated. The multi-functionality of CL is decidedly one of the means of achieving linguistic economy. It is the textual relations (Chapter 2) which determine whether an elimination or an accumulation process should be carried out. One of the cases may of course be that of hesitation, which result in indefinite ("vague") information.

Accumulation and elimination are two basic linguistic procedures. Language does not seem to be a uni-informational thing turned by means of deliberate manipulation ("semantic densification") into a multi-informational so as to render it "richer" or "connotative". As a matter of fact, language is highly accumulative, but all standard registers (especially administrative and scientific ones) have artificially or deliberately become highly eliminatory. This throws into question the common habit of literary critics to regard literary language as common language densified by special accumulative devices. It seems rather that literary language has kept and intensified an originally accumulative language.

In conclusion, the concept of informational decomposition (dissection) is clarified. It is stated (1.2.5) that it may be concluded from the previous discussion that information may be reduced to its components. Not only the CLs may function in different StCts but the contrary holds true as well: different CLs may function for the same StCt. Hence, different informata may be stated (or restated) by other informators than the ones encountered in an utterance. As is well known, Katz and Fodor [113] have suggested a model of componential analysis by which information may be analysed, decompositioned (dissected) and restated by other CLs.
Due to the informational model, it becomes clear why languages are no different nomenclatures of a given "world", but that every language functionalizes its CLs in a different way for situational contexts. Hence there is never complete overlapping between languages in the informata.

In section 1.3 (1.3.-1.3.1.2.1), a model of linguistic rhetoric is suggested. Linguistic rhetoric is defined as the aggregate of linguistic units which create attitudes in the addressee (or decoder). It is divided into primary and secondary rhetoric. Primary rhetoric is defined as attitudes which are not created by information, while secondary rhetoric as attitudes evoked by it.

What kinds of linguistic phenomena create primary rhetoric? In different situations, man has developed different behavioural semiotic sets. The same goes for language. Language has developed different sets (systems and sub-systems) to be used in different situations, depending on the whole situation or on a certain feature of it (e.g. addressee vs. addressee). This has in turn created a differentiation between the different CLs to be used in different situations not because of their information but because of their occurrence in one set or another. Thus, each CL in a language has acquired a "value" for its users, or, in other terms, an inherent attitude (including attitude ∅). It is then the polysystemic nature of language (standard vs. colloquial, juridical vs. literary registers etc) which gives rise to this differentiation.

Primary rhetorics as briefly described here makes it possible to define style in reductive rather than wide terms. (Various approaches to style are briefly summarised.) Style may be identified with primary rhetoric, so as to be defined as "an aggregate of the inherent attitudes of an utterance". Since those inherent attitudes are created, as has been claimed, by the polysystemic differentiation, this definition may be replaced by the following one: "Style is the aggregate of the polysystemic differentials (con)textually conditioned". Any CL that may be differentiated and which includes inherent attitude(s) after (con)textual conditioning is called a styleme. Further, the basic ways of identifying stylemes are discussed. The position of style within the framework of overall textual relations is more fully explored in chapter 2, while here it is only stated that stylistic facts vary in different languages on the same lines that informata do. It is clarified that information may be derived from stylistic facts.

Secondary rhetoric is defined as the aggregate of inherent attitudes produced by information. To decode secondary rhetoric, extralinguistic norms must be known. The attitudes created by the British "quite warm" versus the American "boiling" on a hot day are different in the two respective cultures due to the different dominant norms concerning expression of feelings in American and British (middle class) societies. This
kind of rhetoric has important manifestations in human communication.

In section 1.4 (1.4.1-1.4.2), the question of information and rhetoric in different languages and its implications for translatability is discussed.

The difference, or rather non-equivalency, between languages was first systematically (though somewhat vaguely) put forth by Wilhelm von Humboldt. In modern times, the same assumption was adopted and elaborated by Sapir and especially Whorf, though without the strong mental implications of the Humboldtian thesis about the Weltbild. It seems that if one accepts the Humboldtian hypothesis (or for that matter the Neo-Humboldtian one) one must admit the impossibility of translation. All translations known to us are consequently new works fashioned after a certain original. The question of translatability appears then as crucial for a theory of translation. Either one must accept the Humboldtian thesis and admit that no real translation is possible, or one must either wholly reject or modify this claim. It has been attempted by some major theoreticians of translation to validate translatability at least by minimizing the alleged total validity of the Humboldtian hypothesis. To summarized such arguments as have been put forwards by Mounin [162], Nida [166a], Revzin-Rozencvejg [189] and others:

1. The relations between "world" and "language" are not unilateral and unchanging;
2. There are some basic common denominators in human communication, e.g. similarities in mental processes, similarity of somatic reactions, range of cultural experience, capacity for adjustment to the behavioural patterns of others, etc.
3. The relations between languages are not unchanging. There are dialectic relations between languages. "L'intraductibilité de deux langues données résulte au moins autant de l'histoire des contacts entre ceux deux langues, que d'une propriété découlant des caractères communs à toutes les langues" (Mounin [162], 276; See also revzin-Rozencvejg [189], 74).

In general terms it may be said that the chance of identifying certain CLs in a pair of languages with identical functions increases in direct proportion to the extent of the contact between them. The "family" relations between languages is less important than contacts. Peter [173] states that it is much easier to translate Czech texts from the first World War into Hungarian than into Russian owing to the Austro-Hungarian common cultural denominators. It is clear then that the rigid Humboldtian conception of Weltbild is decisively shaken when one has investigated the results of contacts between languages. The basic fact of difference between languages does not change. The categorial insulation of human beings from foreign languages is rejected, but not the fact that there are languages closer to each other than to other languages as well as languages that in spite of their close contacts have remained unbridgeable.

4. There are more common features between languages than (Neo-)Humboldtians would admit.
This is especially claimed by the new linguistic research on language universals.

5. Human experience demonstrates that translations can be effective. The speakers of different languages can communicate via translation quite satisfactorily, so as to convey to one another at least the central information.

All these arguments do not nullify the Humboldtian hypothesis but modify it to such an extent as to validate translatability. Mounin (162, 278) suggests that "au lieu de dire, que la traduction est toujours possible ou toujours impossible, toujours totale ou toujours incomplete, la linguistique contemporaine aboutit a definir la traduction comme une operation, relative dans son succes, variable dans les niveaux de la communication qu'elle atteint". While Catford (46, 93) claims that "translatability here appears, intuitively, to be a cline rather than a clear-cut dichotomy. SL texts and items are more or less translatable rather than absolutely translatable or untranslatable".

Following the previous discussion, it is attempted in 1.4.1 to formulate basic principles ("laws") of translatability. The basic law may be formulated thus: "The degree of translatability increases when the relational series which produce information and rhetoric in SL and TL grow closer". The following particular laws are discussed:

1. Translatability is high when a pair of languages are of a close basic "type", under condition that they fulfill laws 2 and 3.
2. Translatability is high when there is contact between (a pair of) languages.
3. Translatability is high when the general cultural evolution proceeded on parallel lines.
4. Translatability is high when one translates no more than a single kind of information.

It has been argued quite often in studies of translation that referential information is more translatable than other kinds of information (e.g. emotive). This claim does not hold water. It is not that a certain type of information is more or less translatable but that a smaller quantity of information (produced by a certain quantity of CLs) is more translatable. Syncretic relations are of a low translatability (Syncretism — accumulative quantitative relations between CLs and their functions).

5. Translatability is high when the polysystemic differentiation produces close inherent attitudes.

In conclusion (1.4.2), translation is redefined in the light of the previous discussion. It is claimed that one should introduce a distinction between translation, equivalent translation and adequate translation, as follows:

1. Translation is conversion of CLs carrying in SL information + rhetoric by CLs carrying
information+rhetoric in TL.

Accordingly, if one translates "viens ici mon enfant" with "Do'nt come here, child", one is translating, but not correctly, or rather - in no equivalent way. The same is true of such utterances as are grammatically deviant etc. On the other hand, equivalence must be admitted if after analysing and dissecting the informata and rhetoric items one has arrived at the maximal equivalence permitted by TL. If one takes Catford's "I have arrived" translated into Russian by "Ja prisila" (see quotation note 24 to Chapter 1), though only 3 features out of 8 are common in the two languages, skill equivalence must be admitted. According to Catford, "Translation equivalence occurs when an SL and a TL text or items are relatable to (at least some of) the same features of substance". ("Features of substance" may be substituted by informata.) Consequently,

2. Equivalent translation is a conversion of CLs carrying in SL information+rhetoric by CLs carrying equivalent information+rhetoric in TL.

Now, when an equivalent translation is rejected on the grounds that it is unacceptable because of, for instance, lack of quantitative proportion between the CLs and their functions, there is another kind of equivalence, which is far more exacting than the loose one which would accept that 20 CLs may be converted by 50 CLs. This is a postulate of translation which we shall call the postulate of adequacy, deriving from the implicit wish that translation may read "as an original work". Consequently,

3. Adequate translation is a conversion of CLs carrying in SL information+rhetoric by CLs carrying an equivalent information+rhetoric while maximally keeping the quantitative proportion between the CLs and the information+rhetoric they produce.

In Chapter 2 ("Basic Principles of a Textual Theory"), an outline of a (literary) textual theory is proposed. A text is defined as a finite linguistic continuum, either written or non-written. Linguistic continuum is assumed to be infinite, an assumption needed at least in order to explain why any segment of the finite continuum is decodable and why finite continuums are generable by any speaker. Otherwise, a finite continuum would have to be considered a unicum. On the other hand, it is only finite continuums that are empirically given. This has long made linguists regard the unit of the sentence as the biggest finite continuum to be dealt with. This view is largely being abandoned at present and the interest in larger continuums is increasing, especially since linguistic functions (notably information and rhetoric) of continuums larger than a sentence cannot adequately be described as a sum of the sentence functions carried by the sentences alone. Literary criticism, on the other hand, was never interested in dealing with continuums smaller than a sentence, and text has always been conceived of as "the whole work", whose borders are usually clearly delimited by various external conventions. It has, however, always been claimed that there is a decisive difference between the linguist and the literary
theorician ("critic") as regards "texts". The theory of literature, it has been said, is exclusively interested in literary "texts" as a final object or goal, while for linguistics any text is taken only as a representative of the infinite text. This is only partly true. Literary theory (and "criticism") has always, even in its most traditional form, posed questions that go beyond the specific individual text, such as the problem of leitmotives, comparisons, etc. It tries to formulate literary laws which are valid for the whole of literature. A theoretician of literature may then often deal with a literary text only as representative of the infinite literary text. Still, both linguist and literary theoretician (or "critic") can pose questions about rules inherent in (literary) texts on the ground that they theoretically constitute segments of an infinite continuum (text), although constantly keeping in mind that the (literary) text as such is finite.

There are different kinds of texts. One may presume that each kind, as well as each individual text, has its own peculiarities. Still, there is no reason to think that there are essential peculiarities by which texts are distinguished. The fact that all texts belong to the same semiotic system, the linguistic one, makes it obvious that the principles operating within this system are applicable to them all. Hence, one may evolve a general textual theory referring to the basic features of any text. In the general framework of such a theory, specific theories may be elaborated. The literary text is no exception to this rule, although literary tradition has long inclined to generalise conclusions about the unique peculiarities of the literary text. Russian Formalism, which began with a clear tendency to dichotomize all literary and all non-literary kinds of texts, ended more or less with the conception that the principle which differentiates texts is that of the "centre-and-periphery" or the "dominance" of certain peculiarities (Tyutyanov [236a], 33). In terms of Czech structuralism (which further developed this hypothesis), the borderlines between texts (kinds of texts) pass through their periphery, and the difference between them is conspicuous in their "centre", or in other words: determined by their dominant features. Jakobson restated this thesis in his "Linguistics and Poetics" [102b], where he argues that the poetic function should not be regarded as exclusively literary, but rather as exclusively dominant in literature.

After a brief analysis of textual segmentation, the question of textual means (or components) is discussed. It is claimed that, since "text" has been defined as a linguistic finite continuum, there is no reason to suppose that the textual means are different from those of language in general. Still, it clearly emerges that, in addition to the common linguistic decoding procedures, the reader is forced to decode textual relations, which may modify the common decoding based upon the linguistic procedures alone. Therefore, one should pay close attention to those CLs that participate in textual relations (and are conditioned by them). Such CLs are tentatively called textemes.
Section 2.5 consists of a brief survey of textual relations. These relations occur in two modes - time and space. A discussion of textual hierarchy follows. There are two main conceptions of textual hierarchy, one which considers hierarchy to be static, and another which considers it to be dynamic. According to the static conception, each CL has its fixed position in the hierarchy in relation to all the other CLs. E.g., sounds are always at the bottom of the hierarchy while "words" (and "ideas") are always at the top. According to the dynamic conception, on the other hand, hierarchical relations are determined by the functions dominant in a text. Tynjanov 236a showed how functions change their textual positions in the course of literary history. This view makes it possible to consider all the CLs in a literary text as equivalent until textual relations have determined the dominant function(s).

Still, another conception of hierarchy is that proposed by information theory, namely, that central units alone carry "information", while the peripheral ones are "redundant". The informational entropy is examined for each letter. When "words" are taken as units it is asked what part of the word carries the "information". According to Piotrovski (176, 103), information is concentrated in the concluding parts of a word, though different kinds of texts considerably vary in this respect. What is interesting about the literary text is the fact (totally ignored by cyberneticians) that the poetic function may wholly modify (or reorganize) this entropy and invest redundant parts with informational value, thus diminishing their redundancy in varying degrees.

Three main kinds of textual relations are then discussed: combination, generation and position-in-the-order (matriciality).

Combination is considered the basic relation of linguistic syntagmatics actualized by a text. The principle, as well as the act or process, of combination is called structuration. The result of structuration is called structure. The notion of structure is thus reduced, but it is certainly clarified. This reduction follows Benjamin Drushovski's proposal to regard as a structure at least the combination of two elements in a text. Structuration must be taken as a basic human inherent competence, though highly individual as far as the capacity to effect it is concerned. Structuration is always potential and its actualization depends upon structurability, but, on the other hand, structurability may be both reduced and enlarged. In principle, in other words, there is no unstructurable element in a text, but there undoubtedly are elements which are more structurable than others. It must be emphasized that structuration does not apply only to "elements" (e.g., CLs) but to structures as well. Sometimes, the largest and most dominant structure in a text is called its super-structure, or simply "the structure of" (a novel, a poem, etc).

Structuration takes place on the basis of various principles (or factors), which will be called here structurators. Six different structurators are suggested and briefly dis-
cussed: (1) environmental and successional; (2) matricial; (3) of formal similarity and
opposition; (4) of functional relations within a StCt (including categorizations of the
StCt in respective cultures); (5) secondary; (6) false.

This classification is highly tentative, and should be taken as a working hypothesis.
Still, it seems that the basic dichotomy underlying it is typical of many such classifi-
cations recently suggested. I refer to the distinction between a formal and a functional
structurator. With the formal structurator, structuration is carried out on the basis
of formal relations (environment, succession, formal similarity or opposition, position-
in-the-order etc), while with functional structurator, structuration is carried out by
various relations in the StCt (experiences of "real life", various categorizations, such
as causality, temporality, etc.). In the literary text, as in any other, there is a con-
stant struggle between the various structurators; and texts may be differentiated by
their dominant structurators. For instance, in periods tending to take the literary
work of art as a kind of immediate reality (as "a room without its fourth wall"), the
functional structurator is predominant. On the other hand, whenever the medium and the
game-like nature of the work is thrown into relief, the use of formal structurators is
prevalent.

Coherence, automatization and de-automatization of structuration are discussed next.
Then the question of exclusively literary structurations is raised. From the previous
discussion it must be concluded that there are no exclusive literary structurations,
but there must still be found some peculiar (or characteristic) ones. Formal, syncretic
(highly accumulative) structurations, secondary structurators, de-automatization - all
these are usually described as characteristic of the literary text; and this is also taken
as a working hypothesis.

The relation of generation is then briefly presented. Generation (not in the sense
of generative grammar) may manifest itself in either concatenation or prediction. In
concatenation, unit B is placed after unit A, and nor vice versa. This is a very impor-
tant relation in the literary text. For instance, when a concatenator (in similar way
to a structurator) is functional, belonging to the causal category, the result is tragedy,
naturalistic novel (and drama), or psychological novel. The questions of concatenation
are, however, little investigated.

The other aspect of generation, predition, is defined as the principle according to
which, when a unit A appears, the producer or decoder foreknows the appearance of a unit
B after it. Informational theory formulates the exact probability of prediction. The
theory of literature uses the notion of "expectations", which has been little defined and
investigated so far.
The third kind of basic textual relations is the position-in-the-order relation. The position of a unit in the order decisively determines its function. It is easy to imagine, for instance, the functional disturbances that would be caused by placing the point of a joke in an initial instead of a final position. The positions-in-the-order in a text are hence called a matrix (the position-in-the-order relation may hence be called matricial). When there is a tight matrix, constant and repeated positions are distinguishable (e.g. in strophic forms, verses, etc.). In such matrices, quantitative matricial relations have been described. On the other hand, in looser matrices, such as those occurring in a novel, quantitative relations are not traceable, and their investigation is still in its preliminary stages.

Section 2.6 discusses the question of textual function. In a text, any unit may function for another unit. For instance, if we get a structure "protagonist No 1", all the other units may function for this structure, and vice versa. In other words, the information/rethoric produced by "protagonist No 1" may serve the plot, the other protagonists etc. On the other hand, plot, point of view (which is also a function of textual relations), style, function for "protagonist No 1", i.e. convey information about him and manipulate (a decoder's) attitudes towards him. When textual functions are organised in centre-and-periphery relations, all the other units of the text are accordingly hierarchically organised. Hence, the relations between the units as means and their functions are circular. Units create textual relations, which put forth certain functions, which organise themselves hierarchically and redetermine the textual relations and their units. Each textual unit is therefore function-conditioned.

Are there any peculiar literary functions? As has been shown, the formalist thesis about the "orientation towards the utterance" was restated in terms of "aesthetic function" by Mukafovsky 163 and of "poetic function" by Jakobson 102b. This is conceived of as an "empty function", which operates reflexively. The question of the poetic function is discussed, and the following conclusions are reached: (1) the poetic function is capable of reorganising the centre-and-periphery relations within an utterance; (2) it is not clear whether it should be considered as the differentia specifica of literature, unless syncretic proportion is considered a manifestation of poetic function. The latter is obviously dominant in the literary text, as the analysis of translations clearly demonstrates (see below, Chapter 3).

Textual information and rethoric are next discussed in detail. Two point are made about textual information and style in literature. First, in order to validate our definition of information, it is necessary to apply the concept of StCt to every StCt transmitted in literature, and the concept of extra-linguistic system to the poly-system of literature.
In literature, various situational contexts are transmitted, some of which have become part of the common cultural stock. Without a full decoding of these StCts, no full informational decoding of many literary texts is possible. Thus, allusions to known works (such as the Bible or classical literature) are part of the StCt in which a CL habitually/transformationally function. In a parallel way, the polysystem of literature must be considered part of the extra-linguistic system, indispensable for an adequate decoding of a literary text. The Formalists conceived of literature as a system; and this conception was further developed by the present author who showed it (in 1) to be a poly-system, parallel to the linguistic poly-system. The main systems of literature are suggested to be the cannonized vs. the non-cannonized, each divided into sub-systems. A knowledge of the relative literary norms largely conditions the procedures of deriving information from a text. E.g., accumulation or elimination of informata are often dependent upon the position the text is presumed to occupy in the literary poly-system.

Second, the position of style in a literary text is examined; and is indicated to be determined by the centre-and:periphery relations. Another question dealt with is that of literary style. It is claimed that one cannot adequately describe it merely on the basis of the general stylistic concepts suggested in chapter 1. It must be explained, for instance, why a certain CL carries different stylemes in different contemporaneous texts within the same linguistic poly-system. Obviously, what must also be taken into consideration are the relations within the literary poly-system, or to be more precise, the relations of the linguistic poly-system within the literary poly-system. The general distribution of differentials and their functions in various literary systems determine the decoding of specific textual stylemes.

The last section of this chapter (2.8 and 2.8.1) recapitulates the problem of the texteme. In a text, as has been previously claimed, some of the CLs are decodable according to the common linguistic procedures, while others only according to specific textual relations. In the latter case we come to deal with textemes. Hence, a texteme is a CL which takes part in the textual relations (including the extra-textual relations which condition the textual ones), and whose functions are subordinate to these relations. A detailed analysis of the textematic relations of Baudelaire's "Spleen" ("Quand le ciel lourd et bas") exemplifies the methods and importance of textematic procedures. Finally, the study proposes a tentative overall scheme of textual relations and of the position of the texteme in it (section 2.8.1).

In Chapter 3, the basic problems of literary translation are discussed in the light of the literary textual theory proposed (including the models of information and rethoric).
The definitions of translation reached at the end of chapter 1 are reformulated as follows:

1. Translation of a text is a conversion of its specific textemes in SL into textemes of a text in TL.
2. Equivalent translation of a text is a conversion of the specific textemes of this text in SL into equivalent textemes of a text in TL.
3. Adequate translation of a text is a conversion of maximum number of textemes of a text in SL into maximum number of equivalent textemes of a text in TL.

It appears then that the key problem of adequate literary translation is the question of the relations between means and textual relations of a specific text in a specific language.

In order to adhere to the rigorous conditions of adequacy, a translation cannot modify anything in the following: the extent of the text, its matrix(es), the order of segments. Moreover, it cannot freely determine genre, school, "real" (historical, geographical etc) background. In other words, many decisions made by an original writer are denied to the translator aiming at adequacy. On the other hand, even "equivalent translation" involves much more free decisions. Most English translations of poetry are, for example, rendered in prose, doubtlessly a far-reaching modification of the original matrix.

According to these definitions, the texteme must be recognised as the optimal unit of textual (literary) translation. A textual theory of translation (as opposed to a general theory) can discuss CLs if and only if, they are textemes.

It was shown above (2.8) that texteme is a junction of textual relations. In 1.4.2 it was stated, that since an utterance is reducible to components, such a reduction unavoidably occurs in translation. It may now be argued that such a decomposition is feasible in textual relations as well: structures are decomposed, structurators are modified (or disappear), chains are broken, textual functions are altered, and so on.

The postulated condition of adequate translation is that, though such decompositions inevitably take place, an adequate translation can however reconstruct the original relations in the closest possible way. Such a reconstruction is actually made by CLs, both conditioning and conditioned by textual relations. This double conditioning, it has been claimed, is manifested in a texteme. Therefore, even though an adequate translation does not involve direct decisions as regards to literary school and system, genre or "real" background, still the actual series of textematic decisions is crucial for all these. Otherwise, a "symbolic" poem may become "romantic", and a tragedy may become a comedy. Consequently, the question to be discussed is: what laws direct textual translation, make it possible or impossible to carry our a close reconstruction, and introduce
various "shifts" in a text? A close examination of textemes is necessary before this question can be answered.

Section 3.2 compares the textual relations in original works with those in their translations. The analysis is both textemtic and textual, based upon the textual theory proposed and the textual scheme (2.8.1). It is not attempted to exhaust all textemtic possibilities, since their number is ultimately infinite. The choice of textemes for analysis is totally haphazard. The whole discussion should thus be taken as an exemplification of theses and methods rather than scientific demonstration. Ten different textemtic cases are first analysed (section 3.2.1); and two larger texts, one in poetry and the other in prose, are then studied.

In the analysis of textemes, examples from Hebrew, Russian, English, French, German, Ukrainian, Scandinavian and Scottish literatures are cited. In each case, the specific problems, suggested according to the theoretical models, are dealt with. This methodological demonstration has significant implications for any discussion of literary translation, not least because it clearly proves that in order to discuss even the smallest texteme, the whole theoretical apparatus proposed is absolutely indispensable.

The translation of Baudelaire's "Spleen" into Hebrew (by the late poet Lea Goldberg) is analysed in section 3.2.2. The following conclusions are drawn:

1. Much information is converted into little information;
2. Exact and concrete information becomes vague and generalised, or totally non-equivalent;
3. Explicit information becomes implicit, and vice versa;
4. The style is elevated, even when compared to the relatively elevated style of the poetry of Baudelaire and his contemporaries.
5. Structuration is modified both quantitatively and qualitatively;
6. Original features are converted into commonplaces. For example, original metaphors are converted into commonplace linguistic collocations;
7. The extra-textual links of the work with the literary poly-system are not preserved.

The causes of such decisive non-adequacy are suggested. Since L.G. was an expert on French poetry, there is no reason to suspect her of insufficient knowledge of Baudelaire. The cause of non-adequacy lies much deeper. It is the Hebrew poetic norms influenced by Russian fin de siècle and post-Romantic poetry. Thus, the importance of the norms of the literature of TL for adequacy possibilities in translation is clearly demonstrated.
In section 3.2.2.2, the translation of A.B Yehoshua's "Massa ha ereh Sel Yatir" ("The Evening Express of Yatir") into English (by N.Rabin) is examined. In this translation, the norms of making for standardization and rationalization are systematically applied on all possible levels, either by way of deviation or omission. This is observed in four fields: rhythmical structures, tenses, figurative language, informational syncretism. The secondary rhetoric of the story, its style and various structures are decomposed. The functions of these structures are changed (or sunk), and as a result the interpretation of the story changes too. The prominent impressionistic features of the story are replaced by typical realistic ones.

Section 3.3. discusses the Possibility of formulating laws of translation (translatability). It is claimed that one can hardly expect to be able to formulate specific local laws, valid for any texteme in any text, since the number of textematic possibilities is unlimited, and since any law is subject to the interference of other laws, such as the centre-and-periphery law, or the specific functions of a texteme for both certain structures and other functions in a text. As a consequence, only conditional laws are of major importance.

Conditional laws of translation (or translatability) may be objective (or rather inter-subjective) or subjective. There are different degrees of "objectivity". Some "objective" laws change more rapidly than others. The "character" of a language changes more slowly than stylistic or other norms, but both must be accepted as "objective", since they decisively dictate the (impersonal) procedures of a translator. On the other hand, subjective laws of translation are highly individual, and are only of secondary importance from the viewpoint of a literary theory of translation. The postulate of adequacy makes it unnecessary to deal with such "laws", unless practical specific problems of translation are dealt with.

Consequently, in 3.3.1.1, general laws of translation (translatability) for the literary text are suggested, in addition to the general ones outlined in Chapter 1 (see p. IX of this summary).

1. Translatability is high when the poly-system of a pair of literatures is parallel or has developed on parallel lines.

2. Translatability is high when there has been such a contact between the literatures as is peculiar to the pair of literatures in question.

3. Translatability is high when the literary styleemes can be similarly functionalized and distributed.

4. Translatability is high when the textual relations are not complex.
All this is discussed and analysed in detail.

Further, it is clarified (section 3.3.2.1) that in addition to the objective laws of translation clines may in various periods become so inter-subjective that they can no longer be regarded as personal but rather as objective laws. Most clines of translation may be generalised as one principle:

Even when there is a fair knowledge of both SL and TL, there is an often cline in translation to make decisions according to literary and general cultural norms prevalent in the TL literature and TL culture.

In other words, even when a translator is quite capable of adequately decoding the original text and producing an objectively adequate translation, it is the contemporary norms of his language, literature and culture which inform his procedures. Such translational norms may be one or more of the following:

1. A norm of precise information, or the contrary;
2. A norm of simple or low style, or the contrary;
3. A norm of standard language, or the contrary; a norm promoting the use of all the resources of the linguistic poly-system;
4. A norm of rich figurative language, or the contrary;
5. A norm of rationalizing irrationalities or "illogical" (or "unrealistic") features. There is no opposite norm.
6. A norm of taboo as regards certain subjects (such as sex), or the contrary.

These norms are discussed in detail, while examples for each are provided in the previous analyses and notes.

Other norms may be observed as well.

It is claimed that such norms of translation evolve out of the norms of the TL original literature, but they do not necessarily change with the latter. More often than not, they continue to exist quite long after the original TL norms have changed. This is motivated by the law of petrification in secondary cultural activities (such as translation, when compared with original writing). Moreover: even when norms of translation are contemporaneous with the original literary ones, they are often simplified. The relations between original literary and translational norms require, however, a separate study.

It has been observed, that there may be various cases of deviations (or non-adequacies), such as amplification, reduction, explicitation, implicitation, etc. One cannot ignore the fact that non-adequacy is often a result of applying norms of TL literature rather
than a result of intranslatability. Moreover, it may happen that an adequate translation is rejected by the TL readers just because it does not fulfill the dominant normative demands. The evolution of translational norms (and, eventually, the increase in the degree of adequacy) occurs, then, according to principles quite similar to those characterising general literary evolution, as described by the Formalists, for instance. In any case, it is demonstrated beyond any doubt that a perfect knowledge of both SL and TL and their respective literatures is in itself no guarantee for adequate translation.

In section 3.3.3, the problem of the borderline between equivalence and adequacy in literary translation is discussed, especially in relation to the problem of maintaining the proportional syncretism. It is suggested that a translation may be called equivalent or adequate only on the basis of the centre-and-periphery analysis.

Section 3.4 concludes this study with a recapitulation of the peculiarities of literary translation in the light of the functional approach. When the "poetic (empty) function" is added to the verbal functions, the hierarchical relations within a text become much more complex than otherwise. Moreover, the "poetic (empty) function" throws into relief the quantitative relations between the means and their functions, or, in other terms, makes the syncretical proportion very important. This proportion has been described as a sine qua non for adequacy in literary translation, while secondary in other kinds of translation. Functional syncretism involving complex textual relations, appears moreover to be rather typical of the literary text; and this makes the issue highly important for the procedures of literary translation. It is consequently the poetic (empty) function and the functional syncretism that characterise the literary translation more than any other peculiarities.

In chapter 4, the main theses of the study are briefly recapitulated.

Finally, a selective bibliography of studies about translation, theory of literature and linguistics is offered.
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